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Rationality and second-order preferences
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Can I most prefer to have preferences other than the ones I currently
have?

Start by distinguishing between �rst and second-order preferences.
My preference for chocolate over vanilla is a �rst-order preference. My
preference for preferring vanilla over chocolate is a second-order prefer-
ence. Can I have the second-order preference to have �rst-order prefer-
ences other than the ones I have?

¿e unwilling addict, we are o en told, has such a pattern of prefer-
ences.1 He prefers to get his �x over not getting it, but prefers not to have
those preferences—he wants to get his �x, but would rather not want to.
But we needn’t look to addiction in order to �nd examples of agents that
seem to prefer having preferences other than those they actually have. As
things stand, I prefer my co�ee with some sugar in it. But I wish I didn’t
want sugar inmy co�ee. If I could choosemy preferences—at least when it
comes to my co�ee drinking habits—I would pick a set of preferences on
which, among di�erent co�ee options, co�ee without sugar was ranked
at the top.

Assume, then, that it is possible to have such a pattern of preferences.
Ask now: can such a pattern of preferences be rational?

1 Preliminaries

Before moving on, it is worth making explicit a few assumptions I will be
making throughout.

1 Cf. Frankfurt 1971, Je�rey 1974, inter alia.
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First, I will assume that preferences are de�ned over propositions.
For the sake of readability, I will sometimes talk about preferring ϕ-ing
to ψ-ing. But this should be understood as shorthand for the claim about
my preferences, where these are de�ned over propositions.2

Second, I will be working with a broadly Bayesian picture of the mind.
An agent’s state of mind, for the purposes of assessing her rationality, can
be represented as a pair consisting of a credence function—an assignment
of numerical values to a collection of propositions—and autility function—
an assignment of numerical values to propositions relative to a given
possible world. An agent’s preferences, on this picture, supervene in
familiar ways on her credence and utility functions (more on this below).

¿ird, the notion of rationality in play throughout this essay is a
relatively thin one in that I’ll mostly be concerned with so-called formal
or coherence requirements—I will accordingly sometimes call itminimal
rationality. ¿e particular assumptions I will be making will emerge as we
go along, but to anticipate: I will assume that rationality requires that our
credences satisfy the axioms of the probability calculus, that our actions
be governed by familiar decision-theoretic norms, and that knowledge
satisfy a plausible closure condition. ¿is is not meant to be a de�nition
of this notion of rationality. It is an open question whether there are any
additional coherence requirements on rational agents.

With these assumptions in place, let me restate our question: is formal
coherence compatible with a mismatch between one’s �rst- and second-
order preferences?

¿us understood, the answer to our question appears to be yes. While
an agent whose �rst- and second-order preferences do not mesh with one
another may fail to be ideally rational in somemore substantive sense (say,
in the sense of fully responding to the reasons she has), such a pattern
of preferences does not seem to be ruled out by coherence requirements
alone. Indeed, the assumption that a mismatch between one’s �rst- and
second-order preferences is compatible with minimal rationality seems

2 Where ϕ and ψ are action tokens, there is no easy way of stating that I prefer the proposi-
tion expressed by ‘I will ϕ’ to the proposition expressed by ‘I will ψ’. (To my ears, ‘I prefer
that I will eat vanilla to that I will eat chocolate’ sounds awful.) ¿us I will o en talk about
preferring ϕ-ing to ψ-ing, and preferring most preferring ϕ-ing to most preferring ψ-ing.
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to be presupposed in much work on the notions of valuing, autonomy,
and freedom of the will.

Much work on second-order preferences was motivated by a desire
to capture what a variety of philosophically interesting examples had in
common. One such example is the unwilling addict, ‘helplessly violated
by his own desires’, who prefers smoking over not smoking, but who
‘hates his addiction and always struggles desperately, although to no avail,
against its thrust’.3 ¿e psychology of such an addict, I suppose, exhibits
a very complex structure. But one plausible starting observation, with an
eye towards characterizing her psychology, is that she does not endorse
those preferences: in some sense, she does not identify with the prefer-
ences that, as it were, ‘happen’ to govern her actions. ¿ese notions of
‘endorsement’ and ‘identi�cation’ have been used to try to characterize
free or autonomous action. And on many such accounts, second-order
preferences play a prominent role.

On Harry Frankfurt’s well-known view, free action requires that one’s
preferences be accompanied by a preference to have those very prefer-
ences.4 And Richard Je�rey, following Frankfurt, suggests we think of
Akrates, his akratic agent of choice, as someone who acts in accordance
with �rst-order preferences he would most prefer not to have: part of the
appeal of this account in terms of higher-order preferences, according to
Je�rey, is that it is supposed to mesh well with a decision-theoretic picture
of rationality:5

[T]he higher-order theory does countenance various other failings—or misfor-
tunes, or con�icts, or tensions, or ‘contradictions’ in some Hegelian sense. It
gives us a canvas on which to paint some very complex attitudinal scenes, from
life. ¿at one cannot paint intransitive preference rankings on that canvas makes
it all the more interesting that one can paint poor Akrates there, in the various
postures we have seen above.

3 Frankfurt 1971, p. 12.
4 Frankfurt 1971. Frankfurt’s account isn’t quite this: the claim is that free agency requires
that one acts based only on desires that are accompanied by a second-order volition: a
desire that one has that desire and that that desire be ‘e�ective’. Here, I follow Je�rey 1974
in reformulating Frankfurt’s views in terms of preferences.

5 Je�rey 1974, p. 391.
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Admittedly, few now would think that the presence of the relevant second-
order preferences is su�cient for an agent to count as identifying with her
actual preferences. But many are tempted to think it is at least necessary.6

Eleonore Stump, for example, o�ers what she takes to be a revision of
Frankfurt’s account of freedom in terms of second-order desires:7

To express Frankfurt’s concept of freedom using this revised understanding of
second-order desires and volitions, we should say that an individual has freedom
of the will just in case he has second-order desires, his �rst-order volitions are
not discordant with his second-order desires, and he has the �rst-order volitions
he has because of his second-order volitions.

It would be surprising, however, if it turned out that, on the relevant
notion of identi�cation, what many take to be a non-trivial, necessary
condition on identi�cation is required by coherence alone.

Relatedly, the possibility of amismatch between one’s �rst- and second-
order preferences has been used to illustrate the possibility of agents who
do not value what they desire. David Lewis, for example, identi�es valuing
X with having a (second-order) desire to desire X:8

[W]e’d better not say that valuing something is just the same as desiring it. ¿at
may do for some of us: those who manage, by strength of will or by good luck,
to desire exactly as they desire to desire. But not all of us are so fortunate. ¿e
thoughtful addict may desire his euphoric daze, but not value it. Even apart from

6 Cf. e.g. Stump 1996, 1988, Taylor 1985, Christman 1987. See alsoDworkin 1988, ch. 1 as well
as the discussion of ‘responsibility-identi�cation’ (‘the notion of identi�cation relevant
to moral responsibility’) in Fischer 2012. For additional references, see the discussion
of the ‘Dworkin/Frankfurt’ model of autonomy in Christman 1988, p. 112�. Even on
some ‘externalist’ conceptions of autonomy (in the terminology of Buss 2014), appeals to
second-order preferences or desires are not ruled out as necessary conditions on freedom,
or autonomy, or responsibility—cf. e.g. Wolf 1987. For arguments that higher-order
attitudes are not necessary for free or ‘continent’ action, see e.g. Mele 1992.

7 Stump 1988, p. 401. Cf. also Stump 1996, p. 203: “An agent’s second-order volitions are
authoritative for her because they re�ect the all-things-considered judgment of her own
mind, and her mind is constitutive of her”.

8 Lewis 1989, p. 115. For some proposed modi�cations on Lewis’ account of valuing, see
Sche�er 2010. For related appeals to second-order attitudes in accounts of valuing, see
Bratman 2000 and Copp 1993. For skepticism on the usefulness of second-order desires,
see Harman 1993.
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all the costs and risks, he may hate himself for desiring something he values not
at all. It is a desire he wants very much to be rid of. He desires his high, but
he does not desire to desire it, and in fact he desires not to desire it. [. . . ] We
conclude that he does not value what he desires, but rather he values what he
desires to desire.

Similarly, Amartya Sen makes a distinction between one’s preferences
and one’s commitments, where the latter are meant to correspond to one’s
values:9

Commitment is, of course, closely connected with one’s morals. But moral this
question is in a very broad sense, covering a variety of in�uences from religious
to political, from the ill-understood to the well-argued.

¿e notion of commitment is then understood in terms of second-order
preferences (or ‘rankings of preference rankings’):10

[W]e need to consider rankings of preference rankings to express our moral
judgments. [. . . ] A particular morality can be viewed, not just in terms of the
“most moral” ranking of the set of alternative actions, but as a moral ranking of
the rankings of actions

¿e presumption, I gather, is that coherence requirements cannot by
themselves guarantee that one values what one desires—in other words,
that while it may be unfortunate for an agent’s second- and �rst-order

9 Sen 1977, p. 329. See also Sen 1974 and Harsanyi 1955.
10 Sen 1977, p. 337. Sen is clearly using the term ‘moral ranking’ to talk about a ranking of

preference systems—essentially a preference order over preferences (cf. also Sen 2004,
p. 615�). But there is an alternative reading of Sen, on which he does not intend to
give an analysis of commitment in terms of an independently understood notion of
preference as it applies to preference rankings themselves—see e.g., the discussion on p.
339 of the di�erent ways in which the structure of ‘meta-rankings’ can be put to use. On
that reading, the notion of commitment is de�ned as a preference-like structure that is
nonetheless independent of our ordinary notion of preference, in the sense that the agent’s
meta-ranking says nothing about how action-propositions and preference-propositions
compare to one another in terms of the ordinary notion of preference. If that is the best
way of understanding Sen’s notion of commitment, then Sen is essentially endorsing a
view like the one I go on to sketch towards the end of 7, which is not vulnerable to the
arguments in this paper. ¿anks to an anonymous referee for pressing me on this point
of interpretation.
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preferences not to align, such a pattern of preferences is not a failure of
minimal rationality.

And yet, it seems as if the presupposition of all these accounts has to be
false. For there is an argument starting from fairly plausible assumptions
to the conclusion that rationality requires that one’s �rst- and second-
order preferences align.

But �rst, an argument for a weaker thesis.

2 An argument

Let an option be an action-token that is up to me. (More generally, an
option for an agent is an action token that is up to the agent.) Let ‘ϕ’, ‘ψ’, etc.
range over options, and let ‘A’, ‘B’, etc. range over arbitrary propositions.
Finally, let us say that ϕ-ing is what I most prefer i� for any ψ ≠ ϕ, I prefer
ϕ-ing toψ-ing. I will assume that there are no ties amongmy options—for
any two distinct options, I (strictly) prefer one of them over the other.
¿is will simplify the exposition, but nothing hinges on this assumption.

Consider now the following argument:

(1) p1. I know that, if I am rational, I will ϕ i� ϕ-ing is what I most
prefer.

p2. If I know that A i� C and I know that B i� D, then: I prefer
A to B i� I prefer C to D.
¿erefore, If I know that I am rational and I prefer ϕ-ing to
ψ-ing, then I prefermost preferring ϕ-ing tomost preferring
ψ-ing.

It bears repeating: the variable ‘ϕ’ only ranges over options: p1 thus
amounts to the claim that, whenever ϕ-ing is under my voluntary control
(if it is ‘up to me’), I know that, if I am rational, I will ϕ i� ϕ-ing is what I
most prefer.

For the sake of brevity, let us say that my preferences are out of whack
i� ϕ-ing is what I most prefer but there is some distinct option ψ such
that I prefer most preferring ψ-ing to most preferring ϕ-ing. We can now
reformulate the conclusion of argument (1) in a more compact form:
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first lemma: If I know that I am rational, my preferences
cannot be out of whack.

As it stands, the argument for our First Lemma isn’t valid. But we can
�x that by assuming a weak form of closure for knowledge, viz.11

weak closure: If I know that A entails B, then if I know that
A, I know that B.

To see that, assume that I know that I am rational, and let ϕ and ψ be two
distinct options. Given p1 and weak closure, it follows that I know
that

I will ϕ i� ϕ-ing is what I most prefer.

Similarly, I know that

I will ψ i� ψ-ing is what I most prefer.

And these two entail, given p2, that I prefer ϕ-ing to ψ-ing only if I prefer
most preferring ϕ-ing tomost preferring ψ-ing—in other words, that my
preferences cannot be out of whack.12

For the remainder of this note, I will assume weak closure. So
the question to ask is: which of p1 and p2 can we reject?

11 It is worth noting that this form of closure does not entail the following, stronger principle:

If A entails B, then if I know that A, I know that B.

¿ere are well-known reasons for rejecting this principle. I will not rehearse them here.
Su�ce it to say that weak closure is much less objectionable.

12 It helps perhaps to reformulate the argument slightly. Let O1, O2, etc. be option propo-
sitions—propositions of the form I will ϕ. Say that I most prefer O i i� for any option
proposition On , I prefer O i to On . ¿e �rst premise in our argument is that, if I know
that I am rational, then for any i: O i is true i� I most prefer O i .

Assume now I satisfy weak closure. Further assume that I know that I am
rational. It then follows that I know that (a) O1 is true i� I most prefer O1 and (b) O2 is
true i� I most prefer O2 . But if I know that O1 is true i� I most prefer O1 and I know that
O2 is true i� I most prefer O2, we can conclude from p2 that I prefer O1 to O2 only if I
most prefer most preferring O1 to most preferring O2 .
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3 Preferences and expected utility

Start by noting that we can restate the argument in terms of certainty.
By replacing ‘I know that’ with ‘I am certain that’ throughout, we get an
argument for a stronger conclusion:13

(2) p1*. I am certain that, if I am rational, I will ϕ i� ϕ-ing is what I
most prefer.

p2*. If I am certain that A i� C and I am certain that B i� D, then:
I prefer A to B i� I prefer C to D.
¿erefore, If I am certain that I am rational and I prefer
ϕ-ing to ψ-ing, then I prefermost preferring ϕ-ing tomost
preferring ψ-ing.14

Here again, if we rely on the analogue of weak closure for certainty,
we get a valid argument for the following lemma:

second lemma: If I am certain that I am rational, my prefer-
ences cannot be out of whack.

What to make of argument (2)? p1* is an empirical claim about me. At
least on some days, we can suppose, it is true. So the only premise we
could try to reject in a principled way is p2*. Unfortunately, we can derive
p2* from plausible assumptions.

As I mentioned earlier on, I will be assuming a broadly Bayesian
picture of rationality: rational agents are representable in terms of a
credence function and a utility function, and their credence functions
obey the axioms of the probability calculus. Preferences correspond to
comparisons of expected utility in the following straightforward way:

A ≥ B i� EU(A) ≥ EU(B),

13 I oversimplify. c* is only stronger than c if we assume that knowledge implies certainty.
¿is may well be rejected. But the discussion of the argument below would remain
unchanged.

14 I’m using italics in the formulation of this and other conclusions only to make clear the
structure of the claim in the consequent of the relevant conditionals. ¿e consequent
simply states that my preferences rank the proposition that I most prefer ϕ-ing above the
proposition that I most prefer ψ-ing.
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where15,16

EU(X) =∑ P(w ∣ X)u(w).

Let us assume further that certainty implies maximal credence: if I
am certain in A then my credence in A is 1. Now, if I am certain that A i�
C, it follows that P(w ∣ A) = P(w ∣ C) for all w, and thus that:

EU(A) =∑ P(w ∣ A)u(w) =∑ P(w ∣ C)u(w) = EU(C).

Similarly, if I am certain that B i� D,

EU(B) = EU(D).

Hence, if I am certain that A i� C and certain that B i� D, then I prefer A
to B i� I prefer C to D.

What about argument (1)? ¿e only plausible barrier for assuming that
p1 is true is the possibility that maximize below is false (maximize
is just the embedded clause in p1):

maximize: If I am rational, then I will ϕ i� ϕ-ing is what I most
prefer.

It is hard to see why maximize could be true but unknowable. But
again, from the perspective of a broadly Bayesian picture of rationality,
maximize seems highly plausible.

On a Bayesian picture, a rational agent maximizes expected utility.17

And given the intimate connection between preferences and comparisons
of expected utility, what maximizes expected utility is what a rational
agent most prefers to do. So, as long as ϕ ranges over action types that
are up to her, a rational agent will ϕ i� ϕ-ing is what she most prefers.18

15 For the moment, I will be using Je�rey’s de�nition of expected utility. If you think this is a
mistake, say because you are convinced by the well-known counterexamples to evidential
decision theory, worry not: for the most part, we can assume that I know all the causal
facts, so that Newcomb-like scenarios do not arise. See Joyce 1999, Je�rey 1983, Lewis
1981. I will return to this issue in §6.

16 For the sake of readability, I adopt the convention of writing ‘P(w)’ instead of ‘P({w})’.
17 Again, recall that, for the moment, I am skating over the issue of whether decision theory

should be formulated in causal or evidential terms.
18 I will assume throughout that if ϕ-ing is up to me, then I will ϕ if I decide to ϕ. Options,

as I understand them, are thus much like the ‘basic actions’ in Danto 1965. Admittedly,
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Once we assume that if I know A, then I assign credence 1 to A, the
argument for p2* generalizes straightforwardly to an argument for p2.
So if the argument for p2* is sound, and if p1 is true, it follows that I
cannot know that I am rational while having my preferences be out of
whack.

4 Rationality and self-con�dence

If a fully rational agent were required to be certain that she is fully rational,
then we would have an argument that it is irrational for your preferences
to be out of whack. Or at least, that it is less than fully rational to have
your preferences be out of whack. A er all, a fully rational agent would
be certain that she is fully rational. And a su�ciently re�ective agent
should be able to see that maximize is true. So, from argument (2) we
could conclude that her preferences cannot be out of whack. By the same
reasoning, if full rationality required knowledge of one’s full rationality,
we could conclude that full rationality requires my �rst- and second-order
preferences to be in line with one another.

Now, it is controversial whether an ideally rational agent must be
certain that she is ideally rational (a fortiori, it is equally controversial
whether an ideally rational agent must know she is ideally rational). As
David Christensen put it, “[t]he fact that [an ideally rational agent] hap-
pened to be ideally rational seems like the sort of claim for which some
sort of warrant would be needed.”19 An ideally rational agent could well
be in possession of misleading evidence to the e�ect that she is not ide-
ally rational. Ideal rationality o�ers no protection against misleading
evidence.

the assumption that there are actions that are up to me in this sense can be contested.
But while it may be possible to do decision theory without it—see e.g. Je�rey 1983,
p. 11.9 as well as Pollock 2002—it is safe to say that much work on decision theory rather
presupposes the existence of such actions (see e.g. Lewis 1981, p. 7, who de�nes the
agent’s options as proposition such that ‘he can act at will so as to make any one of [them]
hold’). It is an interesting question, one le open by what I say in this paper, whether the
arguments below generalize to formulations of decision theory that do without assuming
the existence of basic actions. ¿anks here to an anonymous referee.

19 Christensen 2007, p. 327f.
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Still, our results so far allow us to conclude that an ideally rational
agent cannot know she is fully rational while having her preferences be
out of whack. And the best explanation of this seems to be that an ideally
rational agent cannot have her preferences be out of whack. For while an
ideally rational agent may not know she is ideally rational, it is hard to see
how merely having her preferences be out of whack could get in the way
of her knowing (let alone of her being certain) that she is fully rational.

What is more, given p2 and its analogue p2*, we can conclude that a
rational agent cannot know (or be certain) that she acts so as to maximize
expected utility while having her preferences be out of whack. She need
not have a view on whether she is fully rational. All that we need is that
she takes (or knows) herself to be an expected utility maximizer.

(3) p3. I know that I will ϕ i� ϕ-ing is what I most prefer.
p2. If I know that A i� C and I know that B i� D, then: I prefer

A to B i� I prefer C to D.
¿erefore, if I know that I am an expected utility maximizer
and I prefer ϕ-ing to ψ-ing, then I prefer most preferring
ϕ-ing tomost preferring ψ-ing.

And by the same token, we have:

(4) p3*. I am certain that I will ϕ i� ϕ-ing is what I most prefer.
p2*. If I am certain that A i� C and I am certain that B i� D, then:

I prefer A to B i� I prefer C to D.
¿erefore, if I am certain that I am an expected utility maxi-
mizer and I prefer ϕ-ing to ψ-ing, then I prefermost prefer-
ring ϕ-ing tomost preferring ψ-ing.

We thus have apparently sound arguments for two additional lemmas:

third lemma: If I know that I am an expected utility maxi-
mizer, my preferences cannot be out of whack.

fourth lemma: If I am certain that I am an expected utility
maximizer, my preferences cannot be out of whack.
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¿e best explanation of these two results seems to be that when it
comes to expected utility maximizers, their preferences cannot be out
of whack. For consider the alternative explanation, one on which it is
perfectly rational for an agent’s preferences to be out of whack but only if
she does not take herself to be rational. On this view, having a particular
pattern of coherent preferences can get in the way of knowing that one is
minimally rational. ¿is explanation requires accepting a thesis that is as
surprising as the claim that rationality requires that one’s preferences not
be out of whack—it is hard to see how merely having one’s preferences be
out of whack could get in the way of knowing that one is rational. But it
also requires positing a type of rationality requirement that is di�erent
in kind from familiar coherence requirements. A er all, most rational-
ity requirements on preferences (if not all) take the form of structural
principles—e.g. the requirement that one’s preferences be transitive.20

In contrast, a requirement not to have one’s preferences be out of whack
unless one fails to be certain in one’s own rationality is not a structural
principle, for it makes explicit mention of a particular proposition. An
explanation that requires introducing a new kind of coherence require-
ment lacks the unity of, and is less simple than, an explanation that posits
an additional structural requirement of rationality.

In short, on the assumption that minimal rationality requires (i) that
one be an expected utility maximizer and (ii) that one satisfy weak
closure,21 we seem to have two arguments for the following claim:

incompatibility: Minimal rationality is incompatible with
one’s preferences being out of whack.

¿e arguments appeal to a fairly straightforward form of Inference to
the Best Explanation (ibe), with p4 and p4* being straightforward
generalizations of the ¿ird and Fourth Lemmas:

20 A system of preferences is transitive just in case for any A, B, and C, A ≥ B and B ≥ C

implies A ≥ C.
21 Depending on what one takes the objects of credence to be, one might think that (ii) is

redundant. But that would be amistake, for a Bayesian conception of epistemic rationality,
as I understand it, says nothing about the conditions an agent must satisfy in order to
count as knowing that p. ¿e analog principle for certainty, however, is a straightforward
consequence of the tenets of Bayesian rationality.
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(5) p4. A minimally rational agent cannot know that she is an ex-
pected utility maximizer while having her preferences be
out of whack.

p5. ¿e best explanation of p4 is that minimal rationality re-
quires one’s �rst- and second-order preferences to align.
¿erefore, minimal rationality is incompatible with one’s
preferences being out of whack.

And similarly:

(6) p4*.A minimally rational agent cannot be certain that she is an
expected utility maximizer while having her preferences be
out of whack.

p5*.¿e best explanation of p4* is that minimal rationality re-
quires one’s preferences to align.
¿erefore, minimal rationality is incompatible with one’s
preferences being out of whack.22

5 Open-mindedness

What to make of argument (6)? If argument (4) is sound, and if we think
that ibe is a sound rule of inference, we must either accept incompat-
ibility or reject p5*. Does the case for p5* stand up to scrutiny?

I assumed that, unless minimal rationality is incompatible with a
mismatch of �rst- and second-order preferences, we could not explain
why certainty in one’s own minimal rationality was incompatible with
a mismatch in one’s �rst- and second-order preferences. But what if

22 If rationality required certainty that one is an expected utility maximizer, we would have
a much more direct argument for incompatibility. I think considerations similar to
those discussed above—against the claim that rationality requires certainty in one’s own
rationality (Christensen 2007)—tell against the idea that an ideally rational agent must
be certain that she is an expected utility maximizer. However, see Ahmed 2014, p. 95f
for an argument to the contrary—or rather, for an argument that, at least when facing a
particular type of decision problem, an expected utility maximizer must take herself to
be acting in accordance with expected utility theory. Unfortunately, Ahmed’s argument
relies on assumptions that I’m inclined to reject, but even if I were not, I could not rely on
them in the present context without much further argument. ¿anks to an anonymous
referee for bringing Ahmed’s argument to my attention.
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rationality is incompatible with certainty in one’s minimal rationality,
whether or not one’s preferences are out of whack?

Say that a credence function is strictly coherent or regular i� it is prob-
abilistically coherent and assigns a value greater than 0 to any proposition
that is possibly true.23 ¿us, while a probabilistically coherent credence
function will assign 0 to any impossible proposition, a strictly coherent
one will only assign a value of 0 to impossible propositions. Given that
the negation of any contingent proposition is possible, it follows from
the axioms of the probability calculus that a regular credence function
will only assign value 1 to necessary propositions. In particular, if my
credence function is regular, I will not assign value 1 to the proposition
that I am an expected utility maximizer.

Now, it has been suggested that regularity is a rationality constraint
on our credence functions.24 ¿e thought is that a rational agent should
be ‘open minded’: I can be wrong about any contingent proposition,
so I should never put myself in a position where I cannot change my
mind about a given contingent proposition. And if having credence 0
in p by itself guarantees I will never assign anything but 0 to p, I should
never assign credence 0 to p, unless p is necessarily false.25 In particular, if
regularity is a rationality constraint, a fully rational agent should not assign
credence 0 to her not being an expected utility maximizer. Consequently,

23 Cf. Lewis 1980, p. 267 and Williamson 2007, p. 173. ¿ere are two additional ways
of characterizing regularity. ¿e �rst depends on taking the objects of credence to be
sentences rather than propositions. On this way of thinking about it, regularity is a
matter of assigning a value greater than 0 to any non-condradictory sentence. Another
way involves taking the atoms of the algebra of propositions to be doxastic possibilities.
Regularity would then amount to the claim that one assigns a value greater than zero to
any proposition that is doxastically possible. Nothing in the discussion to follow hinges
on how we characterize regularity.

24 E.g. Lewis 1980, Stalnaker 1970, Shimony 1955, Skyrms 1980, McGee 1994.
25 Of course having credence 0 in p does not, by itself, guarantee any such thing. If I acquire

a piece of evidence in the form of a proposition I previously assigned credence 0 to, my
updating on that evidence may well result in my changing my credence in p. It is true that
if I assign non-zero credence to q, and assign 0 to p, a er updating with q I will continue
to assign 0 to p. And it is true that, on a ratio analysis of conditional probability, I can
only conditionalize on events I assign non-zero credence to. But there are many reasons
for rejecting the ratio analysis—see Hájek 2003 for discussion—and for allowing for
update on propositions one assigns zero credence to. For a thorough, critical discussion
of arguments in support of regularity as a rationality constraint, see Easwaran 2014.
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if regularity is a rationality constraint, a fully rational agent should not be
certain that she is an expected utility maximizer.

I do not intend to settle the question whether rationality requires that
one’s credence function be regular. Let us assume, for now, that it does.
Would this provide an alternative explanation of p4*?

If we were to explain the truth of p4* by appealing to regularity as
a rationality constraint, it would have to be that a violation of regularity
alone guarantees a misalignment of one’s �rst- and second-order prefer-
ences. But not any violation of regularity guarantees that one’s preferences
are out of whack.26 So the truth of p4* cannot be explained by appeal
to the fact that certainty in one’s being an expected utility maximizer
involves a violation of regularity.

Matters are less straightforward when it comes to argument (5). If
regularity is a constraint on rationality, then knowledge had better not
require certainty. But if knowledge does not require certainty, the argu-
ment for the claim that a minimally rational agent cannot know that she
is an expected utility maximizer while having her preferences be out of
whack—that is, the argument for p4—fails. And so too does argument
(5).

Still, while this would block one route to incompatibility, we
have a di�erent argument for the same conclusion that is not vulnerable
to the regularity objection.

6 Causal Decision Theory: a way out?

Can we respond to the argument for incompatibility by insisting
that decision theory be formulated in causal terms?

26 Proof : Consider the partition given by the value-level propositions (the partition corre-
sponding to the equivalence classes of the following equivalence relation: w and w′ are
in the same equivalence class i� the agent is indi�erent between being in w and being
in w′—in other words, i� u(w) = u(w′)). Assume there is an equivalence class with
more than one element, and let w∗ be in that class. Shi ing the probability from the
proposition true in exactly those worlds in the equivalence class to the proposition true
in exactly those worlds in the equivalence class di�erent from w∗ involves shi ing to a
state in which regularity is violated. But such a shi will not a�ect the agent’s preferences,
since it will not a�ect the computation of expected utility.
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Recall that, according to Causal Decision¿eory (cdt), rationality
does not require that I act so as to maximize expected utility, where the
expected utility of A is de�ned by:

EU(X) =∑ P(w ∣ X)u(w).

Proponents of cdt believe that, in cases where you are uncertain as to
what the causal structure of the decision problem you are facing is, it
may be rational to act in ways that do not maximize expected utility. For
example, consider this well-known case:

newcomb: ¿ere are two boxes in front of you, A and B. You
must decide whether to take the contents of box B alone or to
take the contents of both A and B. You know box A contanis $10.
You know box B contains $100 i� someone you know to be highly
reliable predicted you would choose to take the contents of box
B only, and is empty otherwise.

If rationality requires maximizing expected utility, then rationality re-
quires that you chose one box as long as your credence that the predictor
is perfectly reliable is su�ciently high.27 But, according to proponents of
cdt, rationality requires that you chose two boxes. A er all, what you
do will have no causal impact on the contents of the boxes, so it would
be silly to refuse to take box A—either box B is empty or it is not, but in
either case you will be $10 richer if you take both boxed than if you only
take box B.28

27 ¿e expected monetary gain of two-boxing is given by

P(empty ∣ two.boxes) × $10 + P(¬empty ∣ two.boxes) × $110.

¿e expected monetary gain of one-boxing is given by

P(empty ∣ one.box) × $0 + P(¬empty ∣ one.box) × $100.

¿e latter will be greater than the former whenever

P(¬empty ∣ one.box) = P(empty ∣ two.boxes) > 0.55.

28 Lewis 1981, Skyrms 1980, Stalnaker 1981, Gibbard&Harper 1981, inter alia.
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To see what cdt recommends, we need to introduce a bit of ter-
minology. A dependency hypothesis is a maximally speci�c proposition
‘about how the things he cares about do and do not depend causally on
his present actions’.29 ¿e collection of dependency hypotheses are mu-
tually incompatible (since maximally speci�c) and jointly exhaustive, so
they form a partitionK. Given this partition, we can de�ne the causal
expected utility of X as follows:

CEU(X) = ∑
K∈K

P(K)EU(K ⋅ X).

According to cdt, rationality requires maximizing causal expected
utility. In newcomb, you are uncertain as to how what you care about
depends on your actions: you do not know whether, if you opt for two
boxes rather than one, you will end up with $110 or with $10. ¿is is borne
out by the fact that the causal expected utility of choosing two boxes is
higher than that of only choosing box B.30

¿e bearing of all this on our original problem may now be clear. For
concreteness, let us focus on argument (1):

(1) p1. I know that, if I am rational, I will ϕ i� ϕ-ing is what I most
prefer.

p2. If I know that A i� C and I know that B i� D, then: I prefer
A to B i� I prefer C to D.
¿erefore, If I know that I am rational and I prefer ϕ-ing to
ψ-ing, then I prefermost preferring ϕ-ing tomost preferring
ψ-ing.

In arguing for p2, I explicitly relied on the following claim linking prefer-
ences and expected utility:

link: I prefer A to B i� the expected utility of A is higher than
that of B.

29 Lewis 1981, p. 11. You can think of dependency hypotheses as conjunctions containing
exactly one counterfactual of the form a� V , for each value-level proposition V (in
the sense of fn. 26), and each option a available to the agent. Cf. Joyce 1999, p. 170.

30 Here again newcomb would provide a reasonable illustration. Even though the expected
utility of one-boxing is higher than that of two-boxing, rationality requires that I choose
both boxes.
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A proponent of cdt may not object to using ‘preference’ so that link is
true. But then she would argue that maximize is not true:

maximize: If I am rational, then I ϕ i� ϕ-ing is what I most
prefer.

For according to cdt, there are circumstances in which rationality re-
quires that I ϕ even though the expected utility of ϕ-ing is lower than
that of some of its alternatives. On the assumption that link is true, this
would mean that there are cases in which rationality requires that I do
something other than what I most prefer (among the relevant options).

Alternatively, a proponent of cdt may grant maximize. But then
she would reject link: a rational agent would, in newcomb, most
prefer choosing two boxes, so it cannot be that preferences go by way of
comparison of expected utilities.

Let us stipulate that link is true. ¿e proponent of cdt can thus
object to argument (1) by rejecting p1, since she thinks that maximize
is false. Still, this leaves her with argument (2), which does not presuppose
the truth of maximize:

(2) p1*. I am certain that, if I am rational, I will ϕ i� ϕ-ing is what I
most prefer.

p2*. If I am certain that A i� C and I am certain that B i� D, then:
I prefer A to B i� I prefer C to D.
¿erefore, If I am certain that I am rational and I prefer
ϕ-ing to ψ-ing, then I prefermost preferring ϕ-ing tomost
preferring ψ-ing.

¿e proponent of cdt cannot reasonably insist that I cannot be certain
that cdt is false.31 So we still have a puzzle: if I am certain that rationality
requires I ϕ i� the (evidential) expected utility of ϕ-ing is higher than
that of its alternatives, then my preferences cannot be out of whack.

31 An anonymous referee rightly points out that a proponent of cdt can claim that ra-
tionality requires that one not be certain that cdt is false if she thinks regularity is a
requirement of rationality. As I argued in 5, however, appealing to regularity cannot
be what explains why I cannot rationally be certain that I am rational while having my
preferences be out of whack.
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A proponent of cdt is also not in a position to object to argument
(4):

(4) p3*. I am certain that I will ϕ i� ϕ-ing is what I most prefer.
p2*. If I am certain that A i� C and I am certain that B i� D, then:

I prefer A to B i� I prefer C to D.
¿erefore, if I am certain that I am an expected utility maxi-
mizer and I prefer ϕ-ing to ψ-ing, then I prefermost prefer-
ring ϕ-ing tomost preferring ψ-ing.

¿e notion of rationality plays no role in this argument, so the question of
whether or not cdt is true has no bearing on the soundness of argument
(4).

To be sure, it is only if we accept something like maximize that we
will be in a position to argue that rationality requires that one’s preferences
not be out of whack. But regardless of what we take to be the best theory
of rational choice, we are le with the puzzle of explaining the truth of
our Second and Fourth lemmas.

Furthermore, suppose I know which dependency hypothesis is true.
¿en, even if I am a �rm believer in cdt, I will be certain that if I am
rational, I will ϕ i� ϕ-ing is what maximizes expected utility—a er all,
on the supposition that I know which dependency hypothesis is true,
expected utility and causal expected utility coincide. So we can modify
argument (5) to get a di�erent argument for incompatibility:

(7) p6. Aminimally rational agent (in the causal sense) cannot know
that she is a causal expected utility maximizer while having
her preferences be out of whack unless she is uncertain as
to which dependency hypothesis is true.

p7. ¿e best explanation of p6 is that minimal rationality (in
the causal sense) requires one’s �rst- and second-order pref-
erences to align.
¿erefore, minimal rationality (in the causal sense) is incom-
patible with one’s preferences being out of whack.

Perhaps the case for p7 is not as strong as the case for its analog, p5.
Nonetheless, pending an alternative explanation of p6, we seem forced
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to accept that minimal rationality is incompatible with one’s preferences
being out of whack.

7 Some alternatives worth exploring

¿ere is something to the distinction between those preferences we iden-
tify with and the rest. ¿ere is something to the idea that a minimally
rational agent may have preferences she does not identify with—that her
values do not coincide with what she happens to prefer. It seems incredible
that minimal rationality could guarantee that an agent will always identify
with the preferences that she actually has.32 A struggling alcoholic may
well have as strong a preference for whisky over water as his preference
for soup over salad. But we would be missing something if we could not
account for the fact that the agent sees no problem with the latter and is
deeply unhappy about the former.

If I am right, second-order preferences are not well suited to capture
the phenomena. ¿is may not come as a surprise to those who think an
adequate picture of rational agents must go beyond ‘pristine belief/desire
psychology’.33 Perhaps the notion of intention will turn out to be indis-
pensable for giving an account of valuing or identi�cation.34 But it would
be nice if we could �nd alternative ways to model the phenomenon with
the simple ingredients of a Bayesian picture of the mind.

One possibility worth exploring would be to abandon link. Perhaps
the lesson from all this is that preferences best correspond to comparisons
of causal expected utilities. Doing so might allow us to make room for
a minimally rational agent whose preferences are out of whack. To see
why, go back to newcomb. Suppose you are certain that the predictor
is perfectly reliable, so that you are certain that you will opt for two boxes
i� box B is empty. Given link, it follows that you prefer two-boxes over
one-boxing i� you prefer that box B be empty. But note that the causal
expected utility of choosing two-boxes need not equal the causal expected
utility of box B being empty.

32 Cf. Frankfurt 1971, p. 11: “[A] rational creature, who re�ects upon the suitability to his
desires of one course of action over another, may nonetheless be a wanton.”

33 Mele 1992, p. 281.
34 Cf. Bratman 1987, 2000.
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Unfortunately, while there ismuch to be said for using causal expected
utilities to evaluate courses of action, it is far from clear what bearing
causal expected utilities have on the evaluation of preferences—at least if
we assume that which preferences I have is not under my control.35

Another optionwould be to try to capture the phenomenanot in terms
of the expected utility (whether causal or not) that an agent assigns to her
having a given pattern of �rst-order preferences, but in terms instead of
features of her conditional preferences. We could, for example, say that I
identify with a given pattern of �rst-order preferences i�, conditional on
certain contingent facts about myself being di�erent from what I know
them to be, I still have those �rst-order preferences.36

Here’s one way of spelling this out. Let us say that my preference for
A over B is robust i�, conditional on my preferring B over A, I prefer A
over B.37 Or, to put it in slightly more vivid terms, say that my preference
for A over B is robust in this sense if I would advise a counterpart of mine
who prefers B over A to nonetheless opt for A over B.38

For example, my preference for vanilla over chocolate is not very
robust. Conditional on my preferring chocolate over vanilla, I no longer
prefer vanilla over chocolate. ¿us, while

I eat vanilla ≥ I eat chocolate,

nonetheless
I eat chocolate ≥C I eat vanilla,

35 Cf. Joyce 1999, p. 253: “evidential decision theorists have been right all along about the
nature of rational desire, but they have mistakenly thought that all desires provide reasons
for action. ¿e fact that Awould be better news than B does not give an agent a reason to
choose A over B unless what is meant is that A’s news value on the subjunctive supposition
that it is performed is greater than B’s news value on the subjunctive supposition that it is
performed. ¿e moral, then, is that Je�rey’s theory is not really a logic of decision but a
logic of rational desire.” See also Joyce 2000.

36 Cf. Je�rey’s solution to the so-called paradox of ideal evidence—Je�rey 1983, p. 196f.
37 In the end, we may think it best not to think of the proposition(s) we use for determining

how robust a set of preferences is as being about �rst-order preferences. Perhaps we
should think of them as propositions describing certain phenomenal features of one’s
experience (say, the particular way that vanilla tastes, and so on). We may want to ascribe
robust �rst-order preferences to agents that do not have the conceptual capacities to think
about their own preferences. Doing so in full generality, however, may require some hard
work.

38 Cf. Par�t 1984, §59 on desires that are conditional on their own persistence.
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where ≥C denotes my preference ranking conditional on my preferring
chocolate over vanilla. ¿is preference ranking is here de�ned in terms
of my conditional expected utilities:39

A ≥
C B i� EU(A ∣ C) ≥ EU(B ∣ C),

where
EU(A ∣ B) =∑

w

P(w ∣ A&B)u(w).

¿e unwilling addict, the one who doesn’t endorse having the �rst-
order preferences that she has, is one who, conditional on her preferring
not smoking over smoking, would not prefer smoking over not smoking.
¿e committed vegetarian that is disgusted by the taste ofmeat, in contrast,
is one who prefers not eating meat over eating it, even conditional on her
coming to prefer the �avor of the non-vegetarian options on the menu.

A rational agent can be certain that she is an expected utility maxi-
mizer and yet have �rst-order preferences that are not very robust. We
know, from the argument for p2*, that for an agent who is certain that
she is an expected utility maximizer the expected utility assigned to the
proposition that she ϕs will equal the expected utility she assigns to the
proposition that she most prefers to ϕ. So, the expected utility she assigns
to smoking (say) will equal the expected utility she assigns to most pre-
ferring smoking. But conditional on her preferring not-smoking over
smoking, say, the expected utility she assigns to smoking may be much
lower than the one she assigns to not smoking.

A toy example might help. Suppose we have an agent whose credence
is de�ned over four di�erent worlds. In w1, she smokes and most prefers
smoking; in w2, she smokes and most prefers not smoking; in w3, she
doesn’t smoke andmost prefers not smoking; and inw4 she doesn’t smoke
and most prefers smoking. Her utility function assigns 10 utiles each to
w1 and w4 and 5 utiles each to w2 and w3. Let S be the proposition that
she smokes andM the proposition that she most prefers smoking.

Assuming she is certain that she is an expected utility maximizer,
our agent’s credence is concentrated on w1 and w3, so that the expected

39 It may be best to use preferences conditional on counterfactual suppositions, to accom-
modate agents that are certain of their actual preferences, but this is not a question I will
address here.
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utility of smoking is given by P(w1 ∣ S) × 10 and the expected utility
of not-smoking is given by P(w3 ∣ ¬S) × 5, so that the expected utility
of smoking is twice as that of not smoking. Conditional on her most
preferring not smoking, however, her preferences are reversed, for40

P(w4 ∣ S&¬M) × 10 > P(w2 ∣ ¬S&¬M) × 5.

To be sure, this does not yet tell us how to distinguish a third kind of
smoker—she who prefers smoking over not-smoking, but who is neither
committed to her preferences nor willing to condemn them. In principle,
we could identify this third kind with someone who is indi�erent, condi-
tional on her preferring not-smoking over smoking, between smoking
and not-smoking. ¿is may not be the best strategy all things considered.
But its existence does show that appealing to robustness gives us enough
structure to allow for minimally rational agents who do not identify with
the preferences that they have.

At any rate, even if it improves on the appeal to second-order prefer-
ences as away of characterizing the phenomenon of endorsing preferences,
the appeal to robustness leaves something to be desired. ¿e unwilling
addict, we are tempted to say, experiences a certain con�ict. It is tempting
to say, of such an addict, that she wants to smoke, but that she also wants
to not smoke.

To allow for con�icts among preferences, however, we need more
structure than the simple Bayesian story provides us with. For any agent
whose preferences correspond to comparisons of expected utilities will
have no con�ict among preferences: if the preference ordering mirrors
the comparisons of expected utilities for some pair of a credence function
and a utility function, the preference ordering will be antisymmetric: a
preference for smoking over not smoking will rule out a preference for
not smoking over smoking.

¿is leads us to a �nal, more radical suggestion. ¿is strategy requires
acknowledging that themotivational structure of agents like the unwilling

40 I am allowing for conditioning on events of zero probability to be well-de�ned. In this
particular case, we have that S & ¬M entails that w4 is actual, so that

P(w4 ∣ S&¬M) = 1.
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addict cannot be captured by a single system of (conditional and uncon-
ditional) preferences. Such agents should instead be modeled using two
systems of preferences, one which favors smoking over not-smoking, and
another one which favors not-smoking over smoking—this would allow
for some kind of fragmentation at the level of preferences.41 By itself, this
would not be enough. Talk of a con�ict among two systems of preferences
suggests a certain kind of symmetry that seems not to be there in the case
of the unwilling addict. And for talk of two systems of preferences to have
any purchase, we need to say more about what distinguishes those two
systems, and about what reason we have for positing two such systems in
the �rst place.

Allan Gibbard, in his discussion of weakness of will inWise Choices,42

makes a distinction between what he calls two systems of control—two
distinct motivational systems present in human agents.43 To a �rst and
very rough approximation, we can think of one such system as being one
we sharewith other animals, and accordingly call it an animalmotivational
system. ¿e other system, one peculiar to re�ective creatures, we can call
the normative motivational system:44

¿is is a picture of two motivational systems in con�ict. One system is of a
kind we think peculiar to human beings; it works through a person’s accepting
norms. We might call this kind of motivation normative motivation, and the
putative psychological faculty involved the normative control system. ¿e other
putative system we might call the animal control system, since it, we think, is part

41 For discussion of fragmentation as a way of modeling agents with con�icting beliefs, see:
Lewis 1982, Stalnaker 1991, Egan 2008. (Cf. also Greco 2014 for a proposal to model cases
of ‘epistemic akrasia’ in terms of fragmentation at the level of belief that is structurally
very similar to the present suggestion.) Strictly speaking, the kind of fragmentation we
would need in order to model the unwilling addict is not just a fragmentation among
preferences: an agent with fragmented belief states will in all likelihood have di�erent
corresponding preference orderings, but that con�ict among preferences would not re�ect
any con�ict at the level of the agent’s motivational state. Better to model our agent with
two distinct utility functions, each one of which plays certain roles that the other one
does not.

42 Cf. Gibbard 1990, p. 56–76.
43 Of course, the suggestion that we think of agents as endowed with two distinct moti-

vational systems goes back at least to Plato (e.g. Phaedrus, 237e-238). Cf. also Watson
1975.

44 Gibbard 1990, p. 56.
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of the motivational system that we share with the beasts. Let us treat this picture
as a vague psychological hypothesis about what is going on in typical cases of
“weakness of will”.

We can think of each such system as determining a particular pattern
of behavioral dispositions. ¿eir di�erence is that they are manifested
in di�erent contexts, and are responsive to di�erent considerations. ¿e
normative control system, as Gibbard describes it, is the one that governs
avowal in, and (crucially) that is sensitive to, normative discussion:

[W]e should think of themotivation I have been calling ‘normative’ asmotivation
of a particular, linguistically infused kind—a kind of motivation that evolved
because of the advantages of coordination and planning through language.45

¿e animal control system is one that is not (as) sensitive to normative
discussion—one that is manifested by cravings and appetites.46

On Gibbard’s norm-expressivistic theory of normative judgment,
when I say that I ought not smoke, I am giving voice to a feature of my
normative control system—very roughly, that in contexts governed by my
normative control system, I act as if I prefer smoking over not-smoking.
But we needn’t take on all of Gibbard’s metanormative commitments
in order to make use of the idea of a motivational system that is only
triggered in certain contexts. ¿e unwilling addict, we could say, is one
whose animal control system includes a disposition to opt for smoking
over non-smoking, even though his normative control system includes a
disposition to opt for not-smoking over smoking.

Needless to say, more needs to be said in order to �esh out the thought
that the unwilling addict exhibits a con�ict between two systems of pref-
erence, and to tell a complete story about what distinguishes these two

45 Gibbard 1990, p. 57.
46 Gibbard later goes on to add some subtlety to this distinction—in particular, to think

that the con�ict present in cases of weakness of will is one between the norms an agent
accepts and those she is ‘in the grip’ of, where being in the grip of a norm is a matter of
behaving in ways that are sanctioned by the norm even if one is not disposed to explicitly
avow, nor to appeal to in practical reasoning, the relevant norm. I will stick to the less
subtle distinction for the sake of simplicity, though I expect a fully worked out theory of
preference endorsement will need to take those subtleties into account.
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systems. But I’m inclined to think that something much like this story has
got to be the way to go—endorsing preferences just cannot be a matter of
preference among preferences.47
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